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1. What is Wing and a Prayer?
A larp inspired by history, not re-enacting history
Wing and a Prayer is inspired by the events of the Battle of Britain, but we’re not aiming to re-enact
them. In real history, Stow Maries aerodrome never saw the kinds of activity we’re playing. It was
not an active RAF station, still less a replacement and temporary home for 11 Group Control at RAF
Uxbridge, which was not destroyed in August 1940 as we imagine (although it was attacked and
damaged many times). Historically, the WAAF did not usually order the disposition of RAF
squadrons; they will in our game. Historically, they were not in direct radio contact with pilots, they
will be in our game.
Our event is inspired by the darkest time of Britain’s war, but it should feel like stepping into a
miniseries of the period, not like being there.

A larp about the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force
Wing and a Prayer is primarily about the experiences of the WAAF. These characters can expect to
be in control of the narrative and at the centre of their stories. The role of women in war has
historically been minimised, and we want to use those stories as the basis for our event. We’ve
been inspired by the iconic image of women in the control room, but we’re going to deviate from
history to create the most emotionally impactful experience we can.
While not flying, RAF characters will have the same freedoms to build a personal story with strong
emotional moments. Whilst in the air, their stories can end at any time, as briefed by the organisers.
We will be working with RAF players to ensure they have good back-up plans in place.

Influenced by traditions inside and outside of the UK
As is common in UK larp, there will be a story team behind the scenes adding narrative elements
that influence events of the game. In our larp the WAAF characters will make decisions which will
directly impact our fictional war. Most crucially, pilots will live or die as a result of these decisions, as
moderated by the story team, as they happen during the event. Unlike in other larp traditions, these
events will not be pre-ordained or pre-planned. It would be a mistake to think of this as “winning” or
“losing”. The objective of the event is to experience moments of drama. This is a collaborative effort,
both between players and organisers and between players and other players.
As is common elsewhere, however, much of the character generation will be done in the open,
before the event. To get the best value out of your time-in, pre-game character background
development is important. Most obviously – if your character is in a relationship of some sort at the
start of the game, you should know with whom. If your character knows others at the start of the
game, you should know how and why. You will flesh out your character from an initial framework,
working with other players to add details and relationships. The organisers will facilitate this,
providing guidance and channels to build your IC networks.

Most of all, however, we’re here to make stories
You won’t need to know any rules. You simply need to bring your character to life in a key period in
the history of our war. Wing and a Prayer is not designed to be “fun”, although moments of it will be.
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There’ll be light and shade. There’ll be times for a cup of tea, times to simply enjoy your interactions
with others, and times when the fate of your loved ones lies in your hands.
You don’t need to know the real history inside-out. You’re co-creating the stories we’ll all be telling
for years to come. If that sounds exciting, you’re in the right place.
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2. Playing The Game
Interpersonal interactions vs the wargame
Primarily, this is a game about emotional moments and interpersonal interactions against the
background of a desperate struggle. The tensions that arise from a new and unknown kind of war,
fought with new and poorly understood weapons, where women are finding new roles.
This sort of game doesn’t need many rules. You just need to know who your character is, act as
they would, and react to events and the actions of other characters.
In order to help generate the uncertainty and immediacy of war, the game is supported by a
wargame. Events happening in the skies over Britain will be tracked, and strongly influenced by
player action. WAAFs will plot German raids and move RAF fighter squadrons into position to
intercept them. Pilots may be killed as a result. Towns may be bombed; maybe the town you’re
from.
The point of the wargame isn’t to win or lose it; it’s to create emotional moments and simulate the
effect of powerful forces outside your character’s control yet which can have an immediate and real
impact on their life. Don’t worry that you won’t be up to standard; characters making mistakes is
entirely expected and even if your part in the game looks complicated, playtests have given us
confidence that you’ll settle into your roles quickly on the day.

The roles of the WAAF and RAF
There are two distinct groups of player characters in this LARP:
● Female characters are all members of the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF).
● Male characters are all fighter pilots and aircrew within the Royal Air Force (RAF).
The two groups have very distinct roles within the war. Pilots will fly their aircraft to intercept
German raids and attempt to prevent them from bombing their targets - but their lives will largely be
in the hands of the WAAFs staffing the Operations Room. The WAAFs will track the position of
hostile aircraft, decide which raids to intercept and which RAF squadrons to put where to make the
intercept. The pilots may think of themselves as knights of the air, but it is largely decisions made in
the Operations Room which will determine whether they succeed, or indeed survive.
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Life on Base
When not on duty, the WAAF and RAF personnel share the same base. They eat meals and drink
tea in the same mess hall, attend the same station events and have all the complicated
relationships that any group of people sharing a living space in a high-pressure situation do.
The new base commander is eager to build a community spirit and has instigated a number of
social activities. The first of these is the opening Friday Dance, which will take place in the Mess.
This will let you meet everyone’s characters, establish your relationships in person, and perhaps
enjoy a quiet flirtation.
The Mess is always open, and a good place to gravitate to when you aren’t needed elsewhere. You
can always find a biscuit and someone to gossip with there, and it’s the first place people will come
looking for help. It’s also where all meals are served, and these will be available in shifts to enable
every Watch to eat.
If you want somewhere quieter, the Chapel is also always open and welcomes worshippers of all
denominations. Although Stow Maries doesn’t yet have its own chaplain, base personnel are able to
seek solace and advice from each other in this more secluded space.
More private still is the Pilot’s Ready Room, where the RAF hold briefings and prepare for missions.
A small room, set back from the road and facing away from the rest of the base, this is the ideal
place for a moment of stolen romance.
For the more socially inclined, there will be a cricket match after lunch on Saturday - RAF against
WAAF - and a concert in the evening which will require rehearsals throughout the day. There will
also be several visitors to the base with varying agendas, who need to be entertained.
The Operations Room itself is the heart of Stow Maries. Located opposite the Mess, this is where
you will work when on shift. The three Watches operate in staggered shifts so there will always be
an overlap of personnel. There’s the opportunity for healthy rivalry between Watches, which should
not be indulged whilst on duty but can find expression in various ways outside the Operations
Room.
Finally, there’s the post to take care of, plenty of paperwork to look at (with or without permission),
and a never-ending need for tea.
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Game Mechanics / Calls
This is a very rules-light game; the few calls and mechanics are all logistical, dealing with safety,
intensity management and starting/stopping the game.
TIME IN/OUT
The organisers will use these calls to start and end the game.
STOP THE GAME
To be used in the event of a serious injury or dangerous situation which requires gameplay to be
stopped until is is resolved. If this is called, everyone within earshot should immediately stop play.
I NEED A CUP OF EXTRA STRONG TEA
To be used if a player finds a situation too intense/overwhelming and needs to step away without
breaking the flow of play. Upon use, that player should immediately be excused in character as
smoothly as possible so they can leave the scene. The player can either go to any other In Game
area, or to the Crew Room if they prefer.
Variation: If you want to check on someone else that you think might be overwhelmed, ask them ‘Do
you need a cup of extra strong tea?’ and help them leave the situation if necessary.
DEAL WITH IT ON MONDAY
To be used when something cannot be accommodated in-game but will happen to the character offscreen later. Can also be used if a player doesn’t wish to do something that their character would
have to do.
Example: A Watch Supervisor orders a Plotter to sharpen all the pencils in the Operations Room.
The Plotter responds: “Yes, ma’am. I will deal with that on Monday.”
CREW IN BROWN COATS
From time to time, you will see people in brown warehouse coats wandering around. These are
crew members who are currently off-duty and either grabbing some food or just taking a break. In
Game, they are personnel who do unimportant and unexciting things on base and, while you can
acknowledge they exist, you shouldn’t attempt to engage them in roleplay. If you need to send an
In-Game message to the organisers, you can ask one of them to deliver it for you. Otherwise,
please treat them as set dressing and continue playing around them.
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Game Themes
Our priority for Wing and a Prayer is to make an enjoyable and welcoming experience for everyone
involved. However, WaaP contains some central themes which have the potential to cause upset if
not approached carefully. We are also aware that the player base is likely to contain people from
different nations, with widely varied experience from varied LARPing cultures, so we felt it important
to lay out some ground rules to make our expectations clear.
Any player acting in violation of these rules, or causing distress or discomfort to other players, will
be warned once and asked to leave the game if their behaviour continues. In serious cases,
especially where the organisers are concerned with the wellbeing of others, players may be
removed from the game immediately.
GREEN THEMES
Central to the game. You are likely to see this within the game, and this is something players are
welcome to explore.
While the green themes do encourage some forms of discrimination based on characteristics of
characters (gender and nationality) - it remains unacceptable to discriminate on characteristics of
players. If you wish to insult another character, find insults which do not reference characteristics
the player did not choose (e.g. race or body shape.)
1. Sexism
The stories of women at war are also stories about sexism, and a struggle for equality. While we’re
allowing our WAAF much more influence on events than they had at the time, there will still be
plenty of times when they suffer the injustices of the era. All WAAF characters will be female and
RAF characters will be male, but your character’s gender presentation does not have to match
yours.
2. Xenophobia
This is a World War and, as such, there are allies from all over the world coming to England to join
the services. This is naturally the source of much interest from many young Brits and, while most
are simply curious about their new foreign friends, there are also culture clashes and outright
xenophobic responses. Choosing to play someone from another country is fine but be aware you
may come up against some negative reactions.
3. Violence (talking about it)
It is natural that characters who have seen extreme levels of violence and destruction will want to
share this with their friends. There may also be simulated injuries during the game.
AMBER THEMES
These topics are not excluded from the game but require sensitivity. Before playing on these
themes with another player, you must check in with that player and make sure they are happy to.
1. Homophobia
We feel that there is potential for some interesting stories to be told about gay relationships during
war, and players are welcome to explore these if they wish. Characters with homophobic views are
perfectly in keeping with the historical setting, but you must check in with other characters before
roleplaying around the subject.
2. Ableism
We recognise that, in a war setting, some players may wish to explore themes around both recent
injuries and longer-term disabilities. However, we may have players with real-life conditions which
require mobility aids, assistive technology etc. who do not wish disability to be a theme of their
character’s game. Therefore, injured or disabled characters will be introduced at workshops during
the game. Any other disabilities should pass without comment.
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3. Physical combat
Violence between characters may be roleplayed as long as everybody involved has consented, both
to the idea of fighting and to exactly what sort of contact that will involve. Remember that our
players come from a variety of LARP traditions and may be used to assuming very different levels of
physicality in combat. Combat should be acted out, with light contact at most. Combat is not to
involve weapons of any kind.
4. Physical contact: romantic
Player consent must be explicitly obtained before initiating any sort of romantic physical contact with
another character.
RED THEMES
These themes are not acceptable within our game in any form.
1. Transphobia
Players of any gender may be playing as WAAF or RAF personnel. Please assume these
characters are female or male respectively.
2. Racism
We do not consider than this is a topic we can approach faithfully and sensitively, whilst also making
it enjoyable for everyone. Therefore, please do not bring up topics of race.
3. Sexual assault, non-consensual sex, sex with minors
These have no place in our game. Neither references to these topics, nor trying to play through
scenes like rape or threats of sexual violence will be permitted.
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3. Creating a Character
Roleplay at Wing and a Prayer will be governed purely by interaction and reaction. There are no
rules in this system, nor any kind of skills list. Character creation therefore comes down purely to the
personality of who you’re portraying.
Once you have developed a short character concept, the story team will allocate you a role in the
command structure of the base and incorporate the themes you’ve indicated in your character
outline into the plot lines of the event. The idea is to ensure that who you play fits the setting and
has plenty of hooks to get involved in drama, joy and conflict. We’ll get in touch with additional
suggestions and queries to check what we’re doing is in line with how you feel about your character.
At the same time, you’ll be fleshing out the concept and developing relationships with others.

A note for the RAF
RAF players are asked to work on two character ideas before the event. When a character dies,
that player's second character will be brought in at the earliest opportunity. Both characters will be
equally embedded relationship-wise, because they'll both have been created before the event
starts. There's no need to worry about two sets of kit - that's the beauty of uniforms. In the unlikely
event that a player dies more than twice, we'll help you out on the day!
CONCEPT
Your character concept is your opportunity to introduce your character. It can be in any format you
want; maybe a quotation, a fragment of their past that’s particularly important, some epithet that’s
used about them. Don’t feel any need to write more than a couple of lines at the start – your
character will develop from now until the game begins. Nor is it set in stone. We’d expect your
character to evolve as you find other players to work with, and there will be plenty of opportunities to
change your plan. Importantly, it must work for you. It steers our writers so we can introduce
interesting plot elements that suit your character, interlock with other characters, and also fit into the
game we’re designing.
Inspiration might include quite plain biographical details. Where you were born? How old you are?
What did you do before joining up? What are your loved ones doing for the war effort? How do you
feel about that?
For example: “I’m from Gloucester and I joined up straight out of school. My brother is a
pilot, and if they won’t let me fly, this is a close as I can get.”
For example: “I’m from a military family and the RAF gets me to grips with Jerry right now. I
didn’t want to wait, I wanted to get into the action!”
Or something more focussed on a piece of drama in your life which you’ll be using to shape your
responses to events in the game: Have you lost anyone? How has that affected you?
For example: “Life started to unravel once I’d lost my loved one in the First War, and
anything is worth the cost of getting back at Jerry.”
For example: “My father died on the western front. Never knew him.”
Or something that gives us some relationships outside of the game to work with. Who/where is your
family? Why did you sign up? How will you adapt to being away from home, in the countryside?
For example: “I have prepared for this all my life. My family has been in the military for
generations and now it is my turn.”
For example: “I’m from Barking and I’ve got no brothers. My dad told me we all had to do our
bit, and this was mine. I miss my mum and sisters terribly. They work in an aircraft factory in
Dagenham.”
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Or something which speaks more to how you’ll react to the events we’re all of us portraying. Do you
enjoy your work? Will you join in with social activities, or is that too frivolous? How are you coping
with the horrors of war? If offered goods on the black market, are you likely to accept?
For example: “It’s all a bit of an adventure, isn’t it? Being in the countryside, more freedom
than I’ve ever had before. And all these pilots about...”
For example: “We’re here to do a job. Everything stops until this enemy is defeated. Then we
can get back to normal.”
Or you might want to include something about how your character feels about political issues. How
do you feel about the role of women, in war and a wider world? How do you feel about the political
scene in the UK?
For example: “When this is all over, things are going to have to change. I may have the vote
but there’s so much more I could do in life. I’ve been shaping decisions of life and death as a
WAAF, and I want the respect that’s due.”
For example: “We were promised a land fit for heroes after the first war, and we didn’t get it.
Not this time.”
Or something which defines your morality in the specific situation of war. How do you feel about the
nature of war and the use of civilians as targets? About civilian internment?
For example: “They’re evil, and we’re the ones who are going to stop them. Whatever it
takes.”
THREE WORDS
You might think of these as “tags”. They are the characteristics that define you and are likely to form
the core of your game experience.
Feel free to use any three words to indicate specific character elements you wish to explore and/or
to select three from our list of suggestions. We might rework your suggestions to make them more
widely useful, but the spirit of your tags will be preserved. We might suggest additional tags for the
character to connect them more deeply into the game world and develop opportunities for you to
access plot-lines, and we might negotiate tags we’d rather you didn’t use if - for example - we have
too many officers.
A list of suggestions:
Nationality (British, Other)
Class (Upper, Lower,
Middle)
Politics (Socialist,
Communist, Conservative,
Other)
Hatred (German, Polish,
French, Other English
region, etc...)
Patriot

Nationalist
New to the service
Old hand
Disastrous past
Officer
NCO
Brave
Coward
Intellectual
Practical

Enthusiastic
Sullen
Competent
Expert
Unskilled
Romantic
Idealist
Pragmatist
Addict
Problem With Authority

FEAR, REGRET, AMBITION
Fears, regrets and ambitions are all more fodder for our plot-writing and your play. You'll get most
game out of these if you think about things which are not only character-defining, but that are
character-defining in a way which will come up during the event. For example, if your greatest fear is
the lesser spotted desert hyena, it's unlikely it'll be come out during the event. Fear of drowning is
probably not much of an issue for a WAAF character in play; for a RAF character, though, it's
something which could all-too-easily become a problem.
An example fear: “I fear I'll never see my brother again, who is serving overseas” enables us to plot
letters from your brother, or a phone call. If you find another player who wishes to play them, there
might even be the potential for a transfer to the base for them.
Other example fears might include: "Dying alone", or "People will discover my biggest secret".
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An example regret: "I never told my father I loved him” becomes relevant if you develop a fathersubstitute figure who climbs into a plane for a critical mission. Will you break decorum and confess
your feelings before take-off? What about the social embarrassment when he returns alive?
Other example regrets might include: "I didn't seize every chance when life was good", or "Not
speaking up when I saw X happening"
An example ambition: "I want to marry into wealth" becomes relevant when the eldest son of the
Earl of Gloucester is stationed at Stow Maries as an officer. It might inspire even more play if you
are in a relationship with the son of a local lawyer when the Earl’s son arrives.
Other example ambitions might include: "To fly a plane", "To gain political power", "To win X's heart"
or "To become a war correspondent!"
EXAMPLES
You come up with a character concept: “Life started to unravel once I’d lost my loved one in the
First War, and anything is worth the cost of getting back at Jerry.”
Your “three words” are: British, Practical, and Old Enemy. You give the following answers to your
greatest fear, regret and ambition:
”Dying alone”
"I never told my father I loved him"
“I dream of actually killing Jerry in combat.”
In response, we add: NCO, Hatred (Germans) to your list of words, and suggest a more general
reworking of Old Enemy to become Thirst for Revenge.
On agreement, your character outline ends up as:
“Life started to unravel once I’d lost my loved one in the First War, and anything is worth
the cost of getting back at Jerry.”
Nationality (British)
NCO

Practical
Old hand

Hatred (Germans)
Thirst for revenge

My greatest fear, regret and ambition:
”Dying alone”
"I never told my father I loved him"
“I dream of actually killing Jerry in combat.”
So whatever else the character is, their defining aspects are that they are British and have a specific
thirst for revenge, and the player can expect their game to revolve around those things. Perhaps
they’ll find themselves in a position where they choose higher German casualties by sacrificing
civilian lives, in opposition to a character with a specific love for a relation who lives in that area.
Another example:
You come up with a character concept: “I’m from Gloucester and I joined up straight out of school.
My brother is a pilot, and if they won’t let me fly, this is a close as I can get. When this is all over,
things are going to have to change. I may have the vote but there’s so much I more I could do in life.
I’ve been shaping decisions of life and death as a WAAF, and I want the respect that’s due.”
Your “three words” are: Socialist, Intellectual, New to the service You give the following answers to
your greatest fear, regret and ambition:
“I fear I'll never see my brother again, who is serving overseas.”
“I wish the war hadn’t got between me and university.”
“I want a career in politics after the war.”
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In response, we add: Officer, both because we feel that would add some interesting conflicts
between your character and some known NCOs, and also perhaps because we need another
officer.
On agreement, your character outline ends up as:
“When this is all over, things are going to have to change. I may have the vote, but there’s
so much I more I could do in life. I’ve been shaping decisions of life and death as a WAAF,
and I want the respect that’s due.”
Socialist
Intellectual

New to the service
Officer

My greatest fear, regret and ambition:
“I fear I'll never see my brother again, who is serving overseas.”
“I wish the war hadn’t got between me and university.”
“I want a career in politics after the war.”
At the event, you might expect your character to conflict with more conservative characters,
specifically those with experience in the WAAF. Opportunities to play on your fear, regret and
ambition might emerge in play.
ROLE ON BASE
WAAF characters will be formed into Watches. On shift, these watches will spend their time in the
Ops Room, detecting and responding to Luftwaffe movements. (For more details, see the Stow
Maries September 1940 and Wargame chapters). Off shift, their time is their own; to spend relaxing,
roaming or engaged in other duties.
RAF characters will be formed into squadrons. Obviously, these groups of people have a primarily
military role, but they also drive much of the interaction you’ll have with others. Your fellow pilots,
your gunners and your navigators, are the characters you will live and die with. (For more details,
see the Stow Maries September 1940 and Wargame chapters).

FLESHING OUT YOUR CHARACTER
Once your character is finalised, you’ll flesh out their character with additional elements of their
personal history, and relationships. Ideally, these details would be inspired by the relationships they
might give you with other characters: whether positive or negative, whether close or distant. This
pre-game activity is likely to be an important part of your enjoyment of the event, helping you arrive
on base with an established community and knowledge of your role. That said, you don’t need to do
any of it. As happened to many people who lived through this time in history, you can arrive on base
knowing no-one, and leave with friends tested in the heat of high-pressure situations.
However, you may well find that some preparation helps. You might find it useful to have some old
acquaintances to rely on, or revenge yourself on, or friendships to re-kindle. This is done by putting
out a Looking For Relationships (LFR) call on the dedicated Facebook page that might look
something like this:
Mrs Daisy Fairham (26); worried, clever, talkative, widowed
Radar Operator
Looking for:
- childhood friend: we grew up together and have always been close. You helped me through the
death of my husband.
- village rival: we belong to the same W.I. group and you constantly beat me in the baking
competitions.
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- unrequited romance with pilot: you flirted with me once at a base dance and never looked at me
again, but I’ve held a torch for you ever since.
- old acquaintance who knows a secret about me: we haven’t seen each other in a few years, but
you still remember.
Once you have confirmed who your relationships are with, and what they are, you can build on that
through letter writing, exchange of backgrounds, or even pre-game gatherings. By the time you
arrive at the event you’ll already have several player-generated possessions and strong foundations
for IC relationships.
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4. Dressing the Part
The military uniforms of WW2 are an iconic part of the period. We’re hoping to create a strong look
for the game which sticks quite closely to accurate clothing. That said, we’re conscious of cost and
so some variation will be expected, as well as accurately reflecting the early years of the war, when
uniforms were in short supply, frequently privately purchased and changing design reasonably
regularly.
All characters are welcome to wear civilian clothes in any late 1930s or early 40s style at the Friday
dance, should they prefer.

WAAF
GENERAL INFORMATION
For those looking for a bit more guidance, this is a
great guide to the uniform, although goes in to far
more detail than we really need to!
HAIR AND MAKE-UP
Make-up should be on the more simple, natural and
understated side for WAAFs on duty. A good guide
can be found here. More hair and make-up tutorials.
Not wearing make-up is also fine. Hair should be tied
back in a bun, plait or ponytail, or a more
‘professional’ 40s style. Loose hair is not allowed on
shift. For the evenings feel free to draw from any of
the earlier 1940s styles!
SEWING
Sewing your own uniform is an option, if you fancy it!
Eva found us a perfect looking pattern and a whole
pinterest board dedicated to re-making a uniform!
There’s also a good sewing guide for the skirt, which
is very simple. Fiona found this fabric, which looks
great, or you can always go directly to Hainsworth, who make the real RAF uniform fabrics.
HIRING
There are a few companies hiring out WAAF uniforms, if this is easier for you than buying the bits
separately. Appletree lane, Angels, Maddermarket theatre.
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ESSENTIALS
These items are the basis of the WAAF costume. We’ve managed to find all of these items quite
cheaply online and estimate a complete basic costume should cost no more than about £45 even if
you need to buy everything.
Shirt

A blue/grey colour button up blouse with no pockets. Men’s
can be worn with the pockets removed.

Link 1, 2, 3

Tie

Made from woven black wool or a non-shiny synthetic.
Charity shops and eBay are good for these.

Link 1, 2

Skirt

Blue wool barathea in an A-line shape. Ideally without a
pleat but with is perfectly acceptable! Note - if you’re
planning to buy a jacket as well, look for the ‘Number 1
Heavy weight’ style of skirt as this will match the fabric of
the jacket. Number 2 fabric is slightly different but will look
fine on its own! Surplus versions are all over eBay.

Link 1, 2, 3, 4,
5

Stockings 40 denier tights, grey.

Link 1

Shoes

Link 1, 2

Plain black lace-up shoes with a minimal heel, shiny but not
patent.

THE DANCE
All characters are welcome to wear civilian clothes in any late 1930s or early 40s style at the dance
should they prefer that to their uniform. The most common thing to wear to this sort of dance (other
than uniform) seems to have been a ‘tea dress’ or a skirt suit. There’s plenty of inspiration out there
for this sort of costume and thankfully loads of modern dresses in this style! Aim for an A-line skirt,
puffed or padded shoulders and a nipped in high waist.

OPTIONAL
15

These items are optional extras. There’s no need to get these, but if you’re looking for ways to add
to your kit, this is where we’d recommend starting.

PT kit

Blue shorts, white aertex t-shirt, black plimsolls, white
socks. PT (physical training), and sports will be entirely
optional out-of-game, but if you want to participate you’ll
need something to wear. These don’t have to be spot on at
all! Anything vaguely correct will be fine.

Shorts
example, Shirt
example,
plimsolls

Hat

WAAF kind, relevant to rank.

Other ranks, or
cheaper here,
Officers

Jacket

Reproduction or altered RAF jacket. Dont worry too much
about altering a modern men’s jacket to look 1940s, but if
you want there’s a (somewhat sexist, sorry) guide here.

Link 1, 2,
Jacket and skirt
set, Modern
RAF jacket

Handbag Usually a gas mask bag, a black leather bag in 40s style
could also be used.
Helmet

Standard WW2 style but needs to be RAF grey, Link 1 (I
have a very good heavy plastic helmet which was very
cheap but I can’t find them online, I’ll keep my eyes out
though!) Some more information on helmets here

Great
coat

Full length, double breasted RAF wool coat - it’s unlikely to
be cold enough to need (or want) one of these, but if you
have one by all means bring it! Easy to find on eBay.

Pyjamas

Blue and white striped pyjamas - shirt and trousers style
(anything that fits this description should be fine as you’ll be
wearing them in the dark mostly!)

Link 1

Example
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RAF
GENERAL INFORMATION
For those looking for a bit more guidance, this is a
great guide to the uniform, although goes in to far
more detail than we really need to!
HIRING
There are a few companies hiring out RAF
uniforms, if this is easier for you than buying the
bits separately. Angels, History Bunker,
Maddermarket theatre.
HAIR AND MAKE-UP
For those who are up for a trip to the barber’s,
men’s hair in the 1940s was pretty much limited to
one style - short back and sides and plenty of
brylcreem! Moustaches were also common, in a
thin, Errol Flynn style.

ESSENTIALS
RAF characters should wear one of the available uniforms, either service dress, or flight kit, or a
combination of the two. The flight crews seem to have worn quite a variety of combinations of kit
while on duty, as can be seen in the photos above. This gives you quite a bit of flexibility in putting
together an appropriate look!
1. Service Dress
Shirt

A blue/grey colour button up shirt.

Link 1, 2, 3

Tie

Made from woven black wool or a non-shiny synthetic.
Charity shops and eBay are good for these.

Link 1, 2

Trousers

Blue wool barathea.

Link 1, 2, 3

Shoes

Plain black lace-up shoes with a minimal heel, shiny but
not patent.

Link 1

2. Flight suit
This outfit is best worn over the service dress above but can be worn on its own if your budget is
very tight.
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Overalls

Khaki zip up overalls

Link 1

Flight boots

Pull on, knee length black leather boots

Link 1, 2

OPTIONAL
These items are optional extras. There’s no need to get these, but if you’re looking for ways to add
to your kit, this is where we’d recommend starting.

PT kit

Blue shorts, white aertex t-shirt, black plimsolls, white socks.
PT (physical training), and sports will be entirely optional outof-game, but if you want to participate you’ll need something
to wear. These don’t have to be spot on at all! Anything
vaguely correct will be fine.

Shorts
example, Shirt
example,
plimsolls

Service
Dress
Hat

RAF officer kind. It looks like veteran pilots removed the wire
and shaped the hats to look like those in link 3.

Link 1, 2, 3

Jumper

Cream roll neck kind.

Link 1

Service
Dress
Jacket

Reproduction or more modern RAF jacket is fine.

Link 1, Modern
RAF jacket,
Jacket
Trousers and
Hat set

Helmet

Standard WW2 style but needs to be RAF grey. Some more
information on helmets here

Link 1

Great
coat

Full length, double breasted RAF wool coat - it’s unlikely to
be cold enough to need (or want) one of these, but if you
have one by all means bring it! Easy to find on Ebay.

RAF
Ascot Tie

Link 1

Flight
Jacket

Brown leather/shearling zip up jacket. Fortunately, there are
loads of these on eBay for very low prices. You’re after the
brown ones!

Link 1

Flight
helmet

Leather or cloth cap with space for a headset.

Link 1, 2

Flight
goggles

Shaped lenses.

Link 1, 2
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Mae
West

Yellow life jacket.

Link 1

Pyjamas

Blue and white striped pyjamas - shirt and trousers style
(anything that fits this description should be fine as you’ll be
wearing them in the dark mostly!)

Example

THE DANCE
All characters are welcome to wear civilian clothes in any late 1930s or early 40s style at the dance
should they prefer that to their Service Dress, although wearing uniform to a dance was very
common. For men, civilian dress mostly means a suit! 40s styles are very close to 90s style suits, so
should be simple to find. Broad shoulders, narrow waists and double-breasted jackets were paired
with wide legged trousers worn high on the natural waist.

.
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Uniform Badges
This is a simplified version of the real badging system and only covers ranks you’re likely to see in
game. These badges should be added to your jacket if you’re planning on wearing one. Anything in
a blue box is only needed by some characters, anything in a pink box will apply to everyone of that
rank.
WAAF COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Squadron Officer, Flight Officer, Section Officer, Assistant Section Officer

Nationality titles - Foreign characters only
Nationality titles were introduced to help differentiate between the multitude of
different nations fighting with the UK from across the commonwealth and
occupied Europe.
Officers generally wore titles on a blue/grey backing that were curved. Curved
titles were worn directly over the shoulder eagle.

+
Officer Rank Badges
Worn around the lower sleeve

Asst Section
Officer

Flight Officer

Section Officer

Sqn Officer
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WAAF NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Warrant Officer, Flight Sergeant, Sergeant (NCOs)
Corporal, Leading Aircraftwoman, Aircraftwoman (Other Ranks)

Nationality titles - Foreign characters only
Nationality titles were introduced to help differentiate between the multitude
of different nations fighting with the UK from across the commonwealth and
occupied Europe.
Other Ranks wore titles on a dark blue or black backing. Curved titles were
worn directly over the shoulder eagle. Straight titles were worn directly under
the Eagle.

+
Shoulder Eagles
NCOs and ORs wore the RAF eagle insignia at the top of both sleeves.
These were embroidered in pale blue on a black felt background. The
insignia are always sewn-on with the eagles facing to the rear. Worn on both
arms 1.5" below the shoulder seam.

+
Wireless Badge - RADAR plotters only
NCOs and ORs only. Worn on right sleeve midway above the rank badge
and below Eagle

+
Rank Badges
Worn on the upper sleeve

No Badge

Aircraftwoman 1st/2nd Class

Corporal

Leading Aircraftwoman

Sergeant

RAF COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Squadron Leader, Flight Lieutenant, Flying Officer, Pilot Officer
Nationality titles - Foreign characters only
Nationality titles were introduced to help differentiate between the multitude of
different nations fighting with the UK from across the commonwealth and
occupied Europe.
Officers generally wore titles on a blue/grey backing that were curved. Curved
titles were worn directly over the shoulder eagle.

+
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Officer rank Badges
Worn around the lower sleeve

Pilot Officer

Flight Lieutenant

Squadron Leader

Flying Officer

Wing Commander

+
Wings or Brevets
Worn over the pocket on the left breast of the jacket. There are versions for other countries, but
these are not essential if you can easily find a simple RAF one. Brevets are one wing and a letter
- used to denote specific jobs on the aircraft, such as this example of B for Bomb aimer

RAF NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Warrant Officer, Flight Sergeant, Sergeant (NCOs)
Corporal, Leading Aircraftman, Aircraftman (Other Ranks)
Nationality titles - Foreign characters only
Nationality titles were introduced to help differentiate between the multitude
of different nations fighting with the UK from across the commonwealth and
occupied Europe.
Other Ranks wore titles on a dark blue or black backing. Curved titles were
worn directly over the shoulder eagle. Straight titles were worn directly under
the Eagle.

+
Shoulder Eagles
NCOs and ORs wore the RAF eagle insignia at the top of both sleeves. These
were embroidered in pale blue on a black felt background. The insignia are
always sewn-on with the eagles facing to the rear. Worn on both arms 1.5"
below the shoulder seam.

+
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Rank Badges
Worn on the upper sleeve
No
Badge

Aircraftman 1st/2nd Class

Corporal

Leading Aircraftman

Sergeant

Flight Sergeant

WHERE TO BUY BADGES
The best place for these seems to be Monty’s Locker, as they sell all of the correct badges and
insignia.
There are 2 other reasonable sources which do most of them - Soldier of Fortune, and Cadet Direct.
Cadet Direct sells modern RAF badges, and so some aspects, like the crowns, are not precisely
correct for this era. We don’t see this as an issue, however, so please don’t worry overly about that
level of detail.
We will have some needles and thread, plus an experienced seamstress available on the day to
help with any last-minute badging!
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5. Practical Logistics
Travel to Stow Maries
Players are permitted to arrive on site at any time after 1pm on Friday 27th September.
Briefings and workshops will start at 3pm. Expect to leave site at lunchtime on Sunday.

BY CAR
DO NOT TRUST YOUR SAT NAV! It will take you down a private track to a locked gate which
doesn’t have access to the site.
A130, travelling north: Take the exit for the A1245 towards the Rettendon Turnpike and
Battlesbridge. At the first roundabout take the A1245 to the second roundabout, then take the fourth
exit onto Burnham Road (A132) towards South Woodham Ferrers.
After 2.5 miles take the second exit on both the first and second roundabouts, crossing straight
over. After 1.5 miles take the third roundabout take the first exit onto Woodham Road towards Cold
Norton, and follow Woodham Road sharp left and then sharp right.
After 4 miles, just after the Three Rivers Golf & Country Club, take the first left onto Hackman’s
Lane towards Cock Clarks. After just over 1 mile, take the second left onto Flambird’s Chase down
the edge of a field, and follow the lane and follow the road round to the left past Flambird’s Farm
until you reach Stow Maries Aerodrome car park.
A12, travelling south: Leave the A12 at junction 18 following signposts for Maldon Road and
Danbury. At the roundabout take the second exit onto Maldon Road, and continue for 2.24 miles
until you reach Danbury.
Cross the two mini roundabouts, taking the second exit with the park and pond on your left.
Continue for 1.5 miles until you reach a roundabout. Take the second exit onto the B1010 towards
Cock Clarks, and then the first right onto Marlpits Road.
Go straight over the crossroads onto Hackman’s Lane. After 1.5 miles turn right onto Flambird’s
Chase down the edge of a field and follow the lane and follow the road round to the left past
Flambird’s Farm until you reach Stow Maries Aerodrome car park.

BY PLANE
London Stansted Airport is the closest international airport. The organisers will co-ordinate transport
from the airport to the game site if several players want it; please email
wingandaprayerlarp@gmail.com with your flight details.
If you are arriving after Friday midday (or considerably before) it is possible to get to South
Woodham Ferrers (near site) by public transport but it is an inconvenient route, probably via London
Liverpool Street. To plan your journey and book tickets, visit maps.google.com and
www.thetrainline.com. See below for taxis on from South Woodham Ferrers.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The nearest station is South Woodham Ferrers, served by Greater Anglia trains. To plan your train
journey and book tickets, visit www.thetrainline.com.
Stow Maries Aerodrome is a 10 minute drive from the station. There is a taxi office located in the
station car park, but we advise you book a taxi in advance. Local companies are as follows:
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CM3 Cars
01245 328818
www.cm3cars.co.uk

SWT Private Hire
01245 322262

South Woodham Ferrers Taxis
www.southwoodhamferrerstaxis.co.uk
(online booking only)

Accommodation
PLEASE NOTE: Smoking and naked flames such as candles are NOT permitted on site. Smoking
is ONLY permitted inside the Fuel Store. (We appreciate the irony.)
ON SITE
As Stow Maries Aerodrome has only just been pressed into service as a temporary sector control
station, the bunk rooms are not yet operational. There will be space for bell tents if you wish to
camp In Game, and a concealed area for modern tents if you want to camp Out of Character.
There is limited indoor space for camp beds, etc. in the crew room. If you need one of these for
mobility/medical reasons, please contact the organisers with your requirements.
If you would like to request space in an In-Game bell tent, and have not already made the request,
please contact the organisers as soon as possible.
OFF SITE
WAAF were often billeted with local families near the base, travelling in for their shifts. There will be
no Time Out call on Friday night, but nor will any plot events be scheduled between 00:00 and
08:00 on Saturday. The organisers cannot offer a pick-up and drop-off service and recommend you
either book a taxi or arrange for a lift with other players.
The following nearby hotels / B&Bs are available:
Hotel

Price (single/double)

Distance from base

Website

The Prince of Wales

£60 / £75

2.8 miles

Link

Oakland Hotel

£48 / £60

3.3 miles

Link

Purleigh Barns

£35 / £40

5.0 miles

Link

Wych Elm B&B

£29 / £65

5.1 miles

Link

Chase Farm

£40 / £65

5.6 miles

Link

Travelodge Basildon
Wickford

£42 / £60

6.3 miles

Link

Limburn House

£45 / £75

7.3 miles

Link

The Chichester Hotel

£70 (doubles only)

9.0 miles

Link

Toilets & Bathrooms
There are Men’s and Women’s toilets in the Mess, and in the office block in front of the White
Hangar. There is a Disabled toilet in the main offices/museum, accessed via the Crew Room.
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There are no showers on site.

Catering
Wing And A Prayer is catered by Conspiracy Catering, who can be found at @LARPcatering on
Facebook.
All meals on Friday and Saturday will be In Character, which means rationing is in effect! The menu
from Run 1 was as follows; expect similar for this run.
MAIN

DESSERT

Friday supper
1930

Stuffing fritters, mashed potato, vegetables

Bread pudding

Saturday breakfast
0800

Potato hash with gravy

Saturday lunch
1300

Roasted vegetables, salad, bread

Leftover bread
pudding

Saturday supper
2000

“Mock goose” (potatoes, apples and sage in
vegetarian stock), mixed beans, vegetables

Stewed fruit cobbler,
vegan scones

Sunday breakfast
0900

Sausages (meat and veggie), bacon,
scrambled egg, scrambled tofu, hash browns,
potato cakes, beans, tomatoes, toast

There will be period-appropriate cakes and biscuits available at any time in the Mess, along with tea
and coffee. Both cow’s milk and rice/oat milk is provided.
If you wish to bring additional snacks, drinks or any alcohol, you are welcome to do so. We ask that
only period-appropriate food and drink be brought into in-game areas. And remember that being
drunk on duty is a serious offence!
DIETARY REQUIREMENTS: If you have any dietary requirements, please contact Liss at
lisscm@gmail.com with the details.

Photography
Tom Garnett (tgarnett.com) is the event photographer for Wing And A Prayer. He will be in
character for the duration of the game as RAF photographer (and pre-war movie director) Jonathan
Massey. If you don’t want to appear in photographs during the game, please ensure you speak to
Tom prior to Time In.
All photos will be made available to players and crew after the event, via Tom’s website. He will be
available for taking portraits on request on Sunday 23rd September after breakfast.
Video will also be recorded during the game, in part for the purposes of enabling the game. No
footage will be released outside the Wing And A Prayer community without permission from those
appearing in it.
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First Aid / Medical
We have several qualified First Aiders on site. If you or another player in your vicinity suffers a minor
injury, please come straight to the Crew Room and we’ll get you seen to.
If you or another player in your vicinity suffers a serious injury, call ‘STOP THE GAME’. Play will
stop, and the first aiders will come to you. They will treat what they can and arrange for an
ambulance if necessary.
If you have any health conditions that may impact on your play, if you carry your own emergency
medication (e.g. an EpiPen), or if there is anything else we need to know to help you in case of an
emergency, please make yourself known to the first aiders before play starts. There will be a short
safety briefing before the game on Friday where they will be available.
PRIMARY FIRST AIDERS: Jade Parsonage, Thorsten Schillo
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6. Game Outline - What Happens When?
Players are welcome on site from 1pm, Friday the 21st September.
The event starts at 3pm with pre-game workshops, then the game itself starts at 5pm with in-game
training and the Friday dance. The game team has nothing planned between midnight and 8am, but
players are free to roleplay how they wish in game areas.
Saturday is given over to the defence of the south east of England and the dramas of the lives of
those at Stow Maries. Time out will be called a some dramatically appropriate moment around
midnight, to be followed by a short wrap-up and then some time for relaxation before breakfast on
Sunday at 9am.

Pre-game activities - 3pm to 5pm Friday
1. All - Off-game briefing and etiquette, setting brief
2. Any - Dancing classes (Tim / Liss, Lauren)
3. Job-specific briefings and practice, in small groups.

In-game activities - 5pm-midnight Friday
Base

WAAF

RAF

17:00

Ops Room training

Aircraft recognition
and capabilities

18:00

Training shift

Training flights

19:00

Supper

20:00

Dance
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In-game activities - 8am-end Saturday
WAAF
Base

RAF
Apple watch

08:00

Breakfast,
08:00-09:00

08:30

09:30

WAAF PT,
10:00-11-00

(Standby)

Plotting shift

(Standby)

11:30

Concert party
rehearsal time,
12:00-13:00

12:30

Lunch, 13:0014:00

Plotting shift

15:30
16:30

RAF PT,
11:00-12:00

Standby

Plotting shift

WAAF vs. RAF
Cricket, 14:0018:00

Plotting shift

Tea,
16:00-17:00

(Standby)

(Standby)

(Standby)
Plotting shift

Plotting shift
Concert party,
19:00-20:00

19:30
20:30

(Standby)

Plotting shift

17.30
18.30

Fighter
squadrons
expect action

Plotting shift

13:30
14:30

Charlie watch

Morning briefing, in the mess
Plotting shift

10:30

Beer watch

Plotting shift
(Standby)
Plotting shift

(Standby)
Dinner, 20:0021:00

Plotting shift

21:30
(Standby)

23:30

Plotting shift

(Standby)

Night fighter
squadrons
expect action

Plotting shift
(Standby)

Plotting shift

22:30

(Standby)

(Standby)
Plotting shift

(Standby)
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Post-game activities - Saturday
After Time Out, there will be a short comfort break. Please do not talk to each other during this time.
Ten minutes later, please assemble in the Mess for hot drinks, cake and perhaps a drop of alcohol.
During this time, we’ll present the impact of your actions on the course of our imagined version of
the war.

Post-game activities - Sunday
Breakfast will be served at 9am. After breakfast, you’ll have the opportunity to experience the game
element from the other side - WAAF players can fly, and RAF players can run the ops room. After
that, we’ll finish the game with a de-brief covering how our game differed from the historical reality,
and any final player questions.
Players must be off site by 1pm.
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7. Stow Maries: September 1940
The Battle of Britain
It is September 1940. The Battle of France is over; the Battle of Britain is in full swing; the London
Blitz is just beginning.
In the summer of 1940, the British, French and Belgian armies retreated across France in the face
of German panzer divisions. The Battle of France ended in July in the famous evacuation from the
beaches of Dunkirk.
Since then, the German Luftwaffe has been trying to destroy the Royal Air Force to allow a German
invasion of Britain. A stalwart defence by RAF Fighter Command has mostly managed to hold them
off. The Battle of Britain is a short but critical chapter in British history, often remembered in the
words of Winston Churchill’s speech; “...never in the course of human history has so much been
owed, by so many, to so few.”
With mounting losses of pilots and aircraft, the Luftwaffe has begun to switch tactics away from
daytime attacks on airfields to the night bombing of cities - primarily London - in an attempt to break
the British people’s will to fight. Truth be told, the Battle of Britain has taken a terrible toll on Fighter
Command, and this switch may have just saved them from total destruction. But even with the
pressure taken off them slightly, Fighter Command is still stretched almost to breaking point,
defending Britain from the daily and nightly waves of Luftwaffe bombers and their fighter escorts.

Aircraft
You really don’t need to know any detailed information about aircraft, or even their names.
However, the different aircraft in play fall into a few broad categories, and it will be useful to have a
general understanding of what those different categories are and what they mean. There’s a
summary at the end.
If you are playing a pilot or a WAAF officer, you should probably pay at least some
attention to this section. If you are playing a junior WAAF and don’t think you’d have
much interest in aeroplanes you can safely skip it.
SINGLE SEAT FIGHTERS
The British Hurricane and Spitfire and the German Messerschmitt Me-109 (also called the Bf-109)
are broadly similar. They are all single seat, single engine fighters armed with forward firing guns
and designed to destroy other aircraft in flight. Due to their speed and performance at high altitude,
lone fighters are also used for photo-reconnaissance, taking aerial photographs to assess the
damage caused by bombing raids.
Fighters tend to fly at about 600 km/h (the Hurricane being a little slower at 550) - this is
considerably faster than bombers can manage.
Spitfires and Messerschmitts operate most effectively at about 20,000 feet of altitude. This is
especially important for German fighters, who are operating at the edge of their fuel endurance and
will therefore operate at the efficient altitude unless they have a good reason not to. (Hurricanes are
most effective at 10,000 - 15,000 feet.)
BOMBERS
The Luftwaffe operates a number of different types of bomber, but they are share similar general
characteristics. For the purposes of Wing and a Prayer, the main types are the Dornier Do-17, the
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Heinkel He-111 and the Junkers Ju-88. All have twin engines and crews of 4-5. They each carry
between one and two tonnes of bombs.
All types of bomber fly at between 300 and 400 km/h.
Bombers tend to fly at between 10,000 and 15,000 feet.
HEAVY FIGHTERS
Heavy fighters are the size of bombers - and twin-engined - but intended to function as fighters.
They are long ranged but tend to be slower and less manoeuvrable than single engines fighters,
and are falling out of favour. The Luftwaffe still operates the Messerschmitt Me-110 (also called the
Bf-110) but it performs badly against modern fighters.
The Me-110 flies at fighter speeds, if a little slower than the Me-109 at 550 km/h.
Like single-engine fighters, it is most effective at 20,000 feet.
NIGHT FIGHTERS
Fighters are reliant on the pilot visually spotting targets before they can be attacked and are much
less effective at night as a result. The RAF operates specialist night fighters, which carry the new
and secret Mk I Air Intercept Radar, allowing them to detect enemy aircraft at a distance of several
miles in the dark.
The Defiant is a single-engined fighter with a crew of two and a gun turret. After performing poorly in
daytime it has been re-roled as a night fighter. The Blenheim is a converted twin-engined bomber.
Blenheims fly at bomber speed - 400 km/h. Defiants fly at 500km/h, faster than a bomber but slower
than other fighters.

SUMMARY
The general points to remember are that:
1. Bombers fly at about 400 km/h, fighters fly at about 600 km/h.
2. Bombers typically fly at 10,000 to 15,000 feet, while enemy fighters typically fly at 20,000
feet.
3. Spitfires are more effective around 20,000 feet; Hurricanes at 10-15,000 feet.
Therefore, if the plot shows a group of unknown aircraft approaching at 600km/h and 20,000 feet,
they’re probably fighters. 400km/h and 15,000 feet, they’re probably bombers. A group at 15,000
feet with another group at 20,000 feet above it is probably a bomber group escorted by fighters. If
you had Hurricanes and Spitfires available to intercept, you’d be better sending the Spitfires up
against the escort and leaving the bombers to the Hurricanes.
Day fighters are almost useless at night. Night fighters aren’t great in the day (they can be
effective if you’re willing to accept heavy casualties). Heavy fighters are generally a bit rubbish.
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The RAF & Fighter Command
The RAF is divided into Commands, responsible for coordinating Fighter, Bomber and Coastal
activities. This game is primarily concerned with Fighter Command.
Fighter Command is divided into Groups, each with responsibility for defending specific areas of
Britain. We focus on 11 Group, covering the South East, including the eastern approaches to
London. 10 Group covered the South West (including the southern approaches to London) while 12
Group covered the midlands and north of England, with 13 and 14 Groups covering Scotland.
11 Group’s area of responsibility was divided into Sectors, as shown on the map below. Each
Sector normally had one primary airfield (the Sector Station) and one or two smaller and more
simply equipped airfields (Satellite Stations.) Each Sector normally had three squadrons of fighters
assigned to it, with approximately twelve aircraft per squadron. The three squadrons would all be
based at the Sector Station, although taking turns to deploy to the Satellite Stations on a temporary
basis.

Wing and a Prayer concentrates on C & D Sectors (from Folkestone to Ipswich), and the six
squadrons of fighters deployed there. Due to our departure from history (explained in the section
below) these aircraft are controlled from (and partially based at) RAF Stow Maries, rather than the
Sector Stations of RAF Hornchurch and RAF North Weald.
Most of Fighter Command’s aircraft are single seat fighters, fast and agile, and suited for quick
interceptions of enemy bombers in daytime. There are a few specialised squadrons of night fighters,
larger aircraft with crews of two or three and equipped with experimental airborne radar sets to help
them find enemy bombers at night.
While Fighter Command has few aircraft, trained pilots are the more precious resource - and harder
to replace. RAF aircrew are all young men and nearly all junior officers, although recently some noncommissioned personnel have been allowed to fly. Most are British but there are a significant
number of pilots from Commonwealth nations and from Poland.
RAF players in Wing and a Prayer represent these young men: members of six different RAF
squadrons from 11 Group, thrown together on the same base by circumstance. They will spend
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some of the event on the ground waiting for the scramble call, and some of it in the air. It is almost
certain that some RAF characters will be injured, lost or killed during the event.

The WAAF & The Dowding System
With Fighter Command at such a numerical disadvantage, an effective command and control
system made the difference between victory and defeat. There was nothing like enough fighter
aircraft to keep patrols in the air at all times. Instead, fighters were scrambled when necessary and
positioned to intercept bomber raids - a much more efficient use of aeroplanes but requiring early
detection of enemy bombers and an information handling system to allow quick, well-informed
decision-making.
Air Chief Marshall Hugh “Stuffy” Dowding was the architect of this system, which was named after
him. His system took information from the Radio Direction Finding (early radar) stations and Royal
Observer Corps volunteer lookouts, starting when bombers were still a considerable distance from
their targets. It processed this information into a single clear picture of the sky and presented it to
decision-makers fast enough to allow fighters to be scrambled and moved to an intercept position,
only when they would be needed.
The Dowding System required a large number of people to operate; many of them were drawn from
the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force, or WAAF. While most WAAFs served as cooks, clerks or drivers,
those identified as particularly bright, quick thinking or mathematically minded were assigned as
RDF Operators or as Clerks (Special Duties) and brought, under those vague titles, into the
Dowding System’s RDF Stations and Operations Rooms.
The Dowding System had three main functions:
1. Reporting. The Chain Home RDF stations and the Royal Observer Corps produce reports
of observed aircraft, which are centrally collected.
2. Filtering. Observations of the same aircraft from multiple RDF stations are compared to
remove errors and determine a more precise location.
3. Operations. The air picture is monitored, tactical decisions are made, and fighter aircraft are
launched and positioned to make intercepts.
The WAAF players in Wing and a Prayer will undertake all of these functions, explained in more
detail in the later chapter “The Wargame - How to Do Your Duty.” Between them they will produce a
picture of the sky over Britain, decide which fighters to launch and when, and which raids to
prioritise. The decisions made by these players will have life and death consequences: perhaps for
innocent townsfolk in the path of bombing raids; perhaps for pilots you know personally.
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Our Alternate History
We have made some deliberate changes from the historical situation in the interests of making a
more dramatic game experience.
Historically, while the Luftwaffe repeatedly attacked RAF Uxbridge, RAF North Weald and RAF
Hornchurch, no station was ever out of action for very long. In our storyline, a few days prior to the
game bombing raids have damaged all three stations badly enough that other locations are having
to handle their work while repairs are made. While in most sectors, the Sector Control Rooms will
have taken on much of this additional responsibility, C and D Sectors have lost their SCRs with the
destruction of their Sector Stations (Hornchurch and North Weald).
In reality, the Dowding System was split over many different locations: the Chain Home RDF
stations, the Filter Room at Bentley Priory, the 11 Group Operations Room at RAF Uxbridge and the
Sector Control Rooms at various airfields. We have brought all of those functions, and RAF pilots,
into a single location.
In our game, the RDF station which history has at Canewdon, was at Stow Maries instead. The
squadrons stationed in C and D Sectors have been dispersed across their Satellite Stations, and
the airfield at Stow Maries has been pressed into service as an overflow field. Stow Maries is also
hosting a temporary Operations Room since the necessary telephone lines are already in place.
That facility has been built in a hurried couple of days and staffed by WAAF personnel called in from
wherever they were available. It’s not quite what anybody is used to, but we must all do our best.
There is a war on, after all.
We’ve also taken some small liberties with the introduction of air intercept radar on Defiants slightly
earlier than happened in real life, in order to accentuate the difference in capabilities between day
and night fighters. We hope that you will forgive us.

Command At Our Stow Maries
As members of a military organisation, WAAF and RAF personnel are organised into a hierarchy.
Within this hierarchy, personnel were expected to obey the orders of those above them. In our
game, we’d expect you to roleplay being polite and respectful to people above you, at least when
they are present, and obey their reasonable instructions. We’d hope both those in charge and those
below them would use “Do It On Monday” to cover duties which are too onerous to be enjoyable.
Everyone serving in the RAF or WAAF is either an officer or enlisted - with enlisted making up the
vast majority. Officers are those placed in positions of authority, by the authority of a commission
from the King. Experienced enlisted personnel may be promoted into supervisory roles which are
referred to as non-commissioned officers (NCOs), although even the most senior NCO officer ranks
below the most junior officer.
While military formalities were not always as rigidly adhered to in the WAAF as in other services, it’s
normal to address to officers outranking you as Ma’am or [Rank] [Surname], and NCOs outranking
you as either [Rank] or [Rank] [Surname]. Personnel of your rank or below would normally be
addressed by their surname (or first name if you were on close terms with them.)
The RAF were similar (substituting Sir for Ma’am) although nicknames were very common.

WAAF

RAF

Wing Officer (Wg Off)

Wing Commander (Wg Cdr)
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Squadron Officer (Sqn Off)

Squadron Leader (Sqn Ldr)

Flight Officer (Flt Off)

Flight Lieutenant (Flt Lt)

Section Officer (Sec Off)

Flying Officer (Flg Off)

Ass’t Section Officer (ASec Off)

Pilot Officer (Plt Off)

Sergeant (Sgt)

Sergeant (Sgt)

Corporal (Cpl)

Corporal (Cpl)

Aircraftswoman (ACW)

Aircraftsman (ACM)

Our Stow Maries is commanded by an RAF Wing Commander as station commander.
The WAAF station supervisor reports to the station commander, and under her are the three watch
supervisors who each have responsibility for their watches. The situation is fluid, and unexpected
staff changes may occur.
The Squadron Leaders of the RAF presence are administratively under the RAF station
commander, but in combat they follow the instructions of the WAAF running the Operations Room.
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The WAAF At Our Stow Maries
The station’s WAAF personnel are divided into three watches: Apple, Beer & Charlie, each
containing between ten and thirteen WAAFs. A single watch is enough people to run the Operations
Room when things are quiet, with a second watch coming to help them if things get busy.
The day is divided into hour-long shifts. During each shift;
1. The Duty watch run the Ops Room (with the Duty Watch Supervisor responsible for
everything that happens in the Ops Room during her shift.)
2. The Standby Watch must remain close to the Ops Room. The Duty Watch Supervisor can
call them in if she feels she needs them.
3. The Free Watch will not be needed in the Ops Room.
Each Watch is divided into three Sections, as shown below. Each Section is responsible for running
one of the three areas of the Ops Room:
1. The RDF Station - which has the Chain Home RDF (radar) terminals
2. The Filter Table - which compiles RDF data into a single picture
3. The Operations Table - from where the senior officers control the fighter squadrons

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Watch Supervisor - responsible for the entire Ops Room on her duty watches
Operations Officer - controls fighter squadrons to intercept enemy raids
Ops Plotters - communicate with Filter Officer, ROC and Pipsqueak to plot aircraft
Squadron Liaison - talks to airfields and tracks status of RAF squadrons
Filter Officer - combines information from several RDF stations to remove errors
Filter Plotters - plot information from several different RDF stations
RDF Operator - operates a Chain Home or Chain Home Low terminal
RDF Plotter - converts RDF range and bearing into plots for the Filter Section
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The RAF At Our Stow Maries
There are six RAF fighter squadrons assigned to C and D sectors. Four are day fighter squadrons,
operating Hurricanes or Spitfires. (While there are small differences between these two aircraft, they
are both fast and agile single-seat, single-engine fighters armed with eight machine guns in the
wings.)
The other two squadrons are equipped with specialised night fighters; Defiants and Blenheims.
While these types look very different from each other, they have some similarities. They are heavier,
slower and less agile than day fighters, and they have multiple crew per plane. Most importantly
though, they are equipped with Air Interception Radar, making them much more effective at locating
enemy bombers in the dark.
In game, a few overflow planes from these squadrons are based at Stow Maries. Others are based
elsewhere and crewed by NPCs. RAF players may choose which of their characters they’re playing
at any given time. Night fighter characters will probably have a greater level of operational
responsibility at night, while during the day the single-seat fighters will spend more of their time in
the air.
Each squadron is divided into two flights, A and B, each of six aircraft. Each flight is divided into two
sections, each of three aircraft: Red and Yellow section form A Flight, while B Flight is made up of
Green section and Blue section.
Each squadron is led by a Squadron Leader, who probably also leads A flight as Red 1, with a
Flight Lieutenant leading B flight as Green 1 and ready to take over should anything happen to their
commander. Other pilots are ranked as either Flying Officer, Pilot Officer or Flight Sergeant. In
multi-crewed aircraft, they are supported by navigators and/or gunners who are variously Flight
Sergeants, Corporals or Aircraftsmen.
46 Squadron - Hurricanes
46 Squadron started the war in shipping protection before taking its Hurricanes to Norway on the
aircraft carrier HMS Glorious. The squadron had a highly successful tour of duty there until Glorious
was sunk while bringing them home in June 1940. There were only a handful of survivors, and the
reconstituted squadron is largely untested since moving to a nominal base of RAF North Weald last
month. It is currently based out of RAF Stapleford Tawney.
303 "Kościuszko" Squadron - Hurricanes
303 Squadron became operational only last month as part of an agreement between the Polish
Government in Exile and the United Kingdom. Its pilots are mostly long-serving Polish veterans,
benefiting from years of extensive and rigorous pre-war training and eager to take revenge on the
Nazis for the fall of their homeland. The squadron has just been moved from RAF Northolt to RAF
Manston.
222 Squadron - Spitfires
222 Squadron was deployed in a shipping protection role flying Blenheims, until March 1940 when
they were refitted with Spitfires before fighting over France to cover the Dunkirk evacuation. Having
fought through the Battle of Britain, most of their pilots are now experienced veterans, although
there are always a few new arrivals replacing combat losses. Nominally based at Hornchurch, the
bombing of that airfield has seen them temporarily deployed to RAF Martlesham Heath.
603 (City of Edinburgh) Squadron - Spitfires
603 Squadron is newly arrived in the south east, having been assigned to defensive duties in
Scotland until last month - primarily protecting the fleet anchorage at Scapa Flow. They’ve been in
Spitfires since before the war broke out, so they’re comfortable and experienced in the aircraft. 603
has the distinction of the first RAF victory of the war, having downed a Ju-88 bomber that was
attempting to mine the Firth of Forth on 16th October ‘39. With the destruction of RAF Hornchurch,
they are currently sharing RAF Rochford with 600 Squadron’s Blenheims.
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264 (Night Fighter) Squadron - Defiants
264 Squadron’s Defiants started the war in a convoy protection role, scoring some impressive initial
successes with their turreted guns until the Luftwaffe realised their vulnerability to frontal attacks.
Heavy losses followed, and in May 1940 the squadron was withdrawn from day fighting operations
to train in the night fighter role. With their training largely complete, the squadron is on active duty
once more. Their Defiants have been fitted with experimental Airborne Intercept Radar sets to
improve their night performance. The squadron has been moved between bases a lot and is
currently based at RAF Hawkinge.
600 (City of London) (Night Fighter) Squadron - Blenheims
600 Squadron is a long-standing Volunteer Reserve squadron, whose pilots are expected to have
paid for their own training. Initially conceived as a heavy day fighter squadron, the Blenheim’s poor
performance against modern enemy fighters saw it relegated to the night fighter role, but the
squadron is to be refitted with new Bristol Beaufighter heavy fighters next month. 600 Sqn provided
the initial testbed aircraft for the development of Airborne Intercept Radar; its aircrew are
experienced with electronic systems and the squadron has a close relationship with the
Telecommunications Research Establishment (TRE). The squadron is currently based out of RAF
Rochford, alongside 603 (Edinburgh) Squadron’s Spitfires.
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8. The Wargame - How to Do Your Duty
Overview
When on duty, the WAAF characters will operate a radar station and an operations room. They will
control the RAF players in action, who voice-act flying their fighters from the off-game room we’re
calling The Sky.
Underpinning the wargame is a computer system called BLITZ. This constantly tracks the position of
all aircraft, and feeds information into the radar terminals, and to various NPCs playing off-site radar
operators, Royal Observer Corps volunteers, etc. As players you won’t interact with BLITZ directly you will work with in-game interfaces like a radar terminal or a voice on a telephone line.

We appreciate that this section looks both large and intimidatingly complicated. Please
rest assured that:
● Each player will only have a relatively simple job to do.
● Our playtests have given us confidence that it’s easy to pick the job up, and much
easier as soon as you’re actually practicing them rather than just reading.
● The section is big because it describes everybody’s job - you only need to worry
about your own.
● All players should read the Watch Structure and Map Grid sections
● WAAF players only need to be familiar with whichever Section they are playing in;
RDF, Filter or Operations.
● RAF players should read the Operations Section and Flying In Combat.
● WAAF players are encouraged not to read the RAF - Flying In Combat section
before the game.
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The Map and Grid References
One thing which nearly all players will need to understand is the grid used to communicate locations
on a map. All the maps in Wing and a Prayer use the same grid system, as shown in the figure
below.

The map is divided into large squares, each 100km on a side and assigned a pair of letters. The
large square shown above is WR, or WILLIAM ROBERT in the phonetic alphabet. (All the squares
on our maps start with WILLIAM.)
The large square is divided into a hundred smaller squares, each 10km on a side, and identified by
a number for its bottom left corner. You can identify a 10km square by giving the letters for the large
square it is in, and then the coordinates of its bottom left corner, reading along the horizontal axis
before going up the vertical. For example, the town of Hastings is in square WR 1 3, or WILLIAM
ROBERT, ONE, THREE.
For nearly all purposes it is important to be more accurate than that, so we add a second digit.
Hastings is on the right-hand side of the square, about 80% of the way across it, and just under
halfway up it, perhaps 40% of the way up. So we could say Hastings’ location as WR 18 34, or
WILLIAM ROBERT, ONE EIGHT, THREE FOUR.
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It can help to put a small pause between groups of letters or numbers. Remember that you can take
it slowly and ask for confirmation - and more importantly, the system is robust so making a mistake
is unlikely to be a disaster!
Some example locations:
● Folkestone - WR 62 60
● RAF Manston - WR 72 87
● Canterbury - WR 54 80
● Ashford - WR 41 66
● RAF Hawkinge - WR 58 62
To put the distances here in context, a fighter flies at about 600 km/hour and WR is 100km across,
so it would take a fighter about ten minutes to cross the entire WR square, crossing a small square
every minute. Bombers fly rather more slowly at 300km/h, so take about twenty minutes to cross the
WR square, crossing a small square every two minutes. In daylight aircraft can see each other at
about 10km, so getting fighters within a small square of a bomber raid is good enough to intercept
them.
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8.i The WAAF In Game
The WAAF are responsible for:
1. Keeping track of the locations of various formations in the air
2. Controlling friendly squadrons in response to enemy movements

RDF Section
The RDF Station contains two Radio Direction Finding terminals; one for the Chain Home set, and
one for the Chain Home Low set. In-game these are connected to very large antenna towers
conveniently located out of sight; off-game, they are connected to the BLITZ computer system
which tracks the location of nearby aircraft.
Chain Home is the primary set, with a range of around 200km. It has two primary weaknesses; it
cannot look inland behind itself, and it cannot detect aircraft below about 5,000 feet. The latter
weakness is addressed by the Chain Home Low set, which has a range of only about 100km, but
can see aircraft down to 500 feet.
In single-shift operation, the RDF station is staffed by the on-duty RDF Operator and RDF Plotter.
The RDF Operator operates the Chain Home set and keeps an eye on the Chain Home Low set.
The RDF Plotter plots any contacts she detects and communicates them to the Filter Table.
In double-shift operation, the Standby RDF Operator takes over the Chain Home Low set, with the
Standby RDF Plotter plotting for her. If one set is much busier than the other, the Operators and
Plotters may switch between sets periodically to allow them to rest.
RDF OPERATION
Each RDF terminal has one display (the A-SCOPE) and one control (the goniometer knob.) The ASCOPE is a single screen, like the one shown below.

The scale across the top is range in km from the station, and the scale down the side is signal
strength. The A-SCOPE above shows three contacts.
1. From 0-5km is ground clutter - reflections from the ground in front of the RDF transmitters.
This will always be present.
2. There is a strong contact at 30km. This probably represents a substantial number of aircraft perhaps several dozen.
3. There is a small contact at 50km. A small number of aircraft, or a single one.
4. There is a large, notched contact at 70km. The notch results from the Identification, Friend or
Foe equipment installed on friendly aircraft, or IFF (pronounced eye-eff-eff.) Notched
contacts can therefore be assumed to be friendly - this is important information which should
be reported to the Filter Table.
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The goniometer knob is a control which effectively swings the radar beam from left to right. As the
beam swings, the strength of contacts (the size of their spike) will change. When a contact is at its
strongest, the beam is pointing directly at it, and the bearing to that contact can be read off the
goniometer knob. It’s difficult to get the bearing exactly right, but as long as you’re within a few
degrees the Filter Table will be able to pin down a detailed position.
Fitted with special equipment, RDF can also estimate the altitude and the number of aircraft in a
contact, but Stow Maries does not have this equipment. The neighbouring RDF Stations will provide
this information to the Filter Table - you do not need to worry about it.
Suppose that the contact at 70km had been found to give the strongest return when the goniometer
knob was turned to 108 degrees, the RDF operator would report to their Plotter:
RDF Op: “Standby - new contact. Bearing one zero eight, range seventy kilometres,
showing IFF”
Plotter: “Contact, one zero eight, range seventy, IFF”
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Standby is a warning to pay attention, if you had been chatting, or otherwise not in the
middle of passing contact data back and forth.
Contact signifies that you are about to report a contact.
New Contact signifies that you are reporting a contact which has not before been reported.
Bearing is the compass direction to the contact. You might say “Bearing one zero eight
degrees” but either bearing or degrees may be omitted in a hurry.
Range is the distance to the target in km.
IFF means that the notch of an IFF signal has been observed, and the contact is likely
friendly.
The Plotter reads back the range and bearing to confirm and help them remember.

Remember that you can converse like humans. If you didn’t hear, you’re allowed to ask them to
repeat the numbers. The terse format above is efficient and you will find that useful when a lot is
going on, but you can do whatever works!
RDF PLOTTING
The RDF Plotter is equipped with a special plotting table, with a bearing circle drawn on it, centred
on the RDF Station. This allows the plotter to measure a range and bearing and convert it into a grid
position to be reported to the Filter Table.
On receiving the report above:
RDF Op: “Standby - new contact. Bearing one zero eight degrees, range seven zero
kilometres, showing IFF”
The Plotter first reads back the report, to ensure they heard it correctly.
Plotter: “One zero eight, range seventy, IFF”
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They then measure that range and bearing, as shown below.

Seventy kilometres along bearing 108 corresponds to the dot marked above - WM 89 00. The
plotter marks that position on their map with a pencil and reports it over their headset to the Filter
Table. The position is reported twice, followed by any information.
Remembering that this is a new contact, and it was reported with IFF, the report would be:
RDF Plotter: “Standby, new contact. BLUE. WILLIAM MONKEY, EIGHT NINE, ZERO
ZERO, WILLIAM MONKEY, EIGHT NINE, ZERO ZERO, showing IFF.”
BLUE is the colour code for Stow Maries on the Filter Table. It is not necessary to specify if you are
the only station talking to your filter plotter, but when shorthanded you may not be the only RDF
station on the voice circuit, so it is very helpful to your plotter to confirm your station colour before
each contact so they know which colour counter to use.
It can help the plotter maintain situational awareness if they keep marking positions in pencil and
joining the dots with the path of raids. Clean maps will be available if they get too cluttered. Some
error in RDF position reporting is to be expected, so the tracks may “wiggle”. Don’t worry about
those errors - dealing with them is the job of the Filter Table crew.
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Filter Section
The Filter Section operate the Filter Table, a large map table. The Section is under the control of the
Duty Filter Officer, assisted by one or more Filter Plotters. Its purpose is to combine information
from three Chain Home RDF stations (at Stow Maries, Great Bromley and Dover), to remove errors
and to make deductions about what each contact is likely to be, before passing this information over
to the Operations Section (who will decide what to do about it.)
The Filter Table has distinctive concentric circles drawn on it; one set centred on each of the
connected RDF stations, and each in a different colour.
● Stow Maries: Blue
● Great Bromley: Yellow
● Dover: Red

FILTER PLOTTING
On single shift operation, there are two Filter Plotters. They wear headsets connecting them to the
three RDF stations; normally one plotter connected to Stow Maries (Blue), and one connected to
both Great Bromley (Yellow) and Dover (Red).
The filter plotters are armed with a box of counters, colour coded to match the three RDF stations.
Most of these counters are circular, numbered from 1 to 5. (There are also square counters for
strength, triangular counters for altitude, and square IFF counters.)
Suppose the Filter Plotter has received the following call from Stow Maries RDF:
RDF Plotter: “Standby, new contact. BLUE. WILLIAM MONKEY, EIGHT NINE, ZERO
ZERO, WILLIAM MONKEY, EIGHT NINE, ZERO ZERO, showing IFF.”

Their first action is to confirm the information (or ask for it to be repeated):
Filter Plotter: “New contact, BLUE. WILLIAM MONKEY, EIGHT NINE, ZERO ZERO, IFF.”
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Next they would look at the Filter Clock - divided into five sections labelled 1 to 5. Since this report
came from Stow Maries - Blue - they would take a blue counter, with the same number as currently
shown on the Filter Clock, and place it at WM 89 00.
With the location marked, they then add any supplementary information. Stow Maries RDF does not
have height finding equipment and has not estimated the raid strength - but has declared an IFF
(Identification Friend or Foe) signal, marking the contact as friendly. They take a blue IFF counter
and place it next to the raid.
Reports from Dover or Great Bromley may include estimates of contact strength (number of aircraft)
and altitude. Contact is reported as “[number] plus”, recognising that there might always be more
than estimates. Altitude is reported as “at [number]” in thousands of feet. For example, Dover might
report the same raid as above as:
RDF Plotter: “Standby, new contact. RED. WILLIAM MONKEY, EIGHT FIVE, ZERO
SEVEN. WILLIAM MONKEY EIGHT FIVE, ZERO SEVEN. TWO ZERO PLUS, AT ONE
FIVE. Showing IFF.”
The position is slightly different - that is to be expected and why we have a Filter Table.
● Two zero plus means at least twenty aircraft. The plotter marks the raid with a red square
“20+” counter.
● At one five means at fifteen thousand feet. The plotter marks the raid with a red triangular
“15” counter.
The plotter can expect to receive an updated report from the RDF station a minute or so later. They
will place a new counter (with the number matching the Filter Clock) and shift any information
counters next to the latest counter. Eventually the Filter Clock will catch up to the first counter
placed - at which point it should be removed and re-used. Only counters from the last five Filter
Clock segments should remain on the map, or things can get confusingly busy!
When operating with a double shift, the standby filter plotter normally assists the Filter Officers with
administrative tasks, freeing the Filter Officers up to concentrate on Filtering. If there are sufficient
headsets and telephone circuits and it is more helpful, one of them can instead assist with plotting,
allowing Dover and Great Bromley to have a plotter each.
FILTERING
The Filter Officer is responsible for her section but will spend much of her time concentrating on
filtering - the act of combining information from multiple RDF stations to determine an accurate
position and deducing additional information about the raid.
Filtering is easier than it looks (which has the advantage that you look like you’re a wizard
but it’s not actually that hard.)
The first thing to do is resolve an accurate position. RDF stations are very good at measuring range,
but they’re not very good at measuring bearing accurately. This means that two (or three) RDF
stations reporting the same contact will probably report it in three different places, and it’s your job
to figure out where it really is.
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Suppose the Filter Table currently looks like this:

From this we can see that we have contacts reported by BLUE (Stow Maries) and RED (Dover) the round counters. We can see that they are close, and they were reported at around the same
time, since both counters arrived during segment 1 on the Filter Clock. Given that each station has
only detected one contact in that general area, they are probably the same contact reported with a
position error. We can also see that RED (Dover) is reporting that the contact is 20+ aircraft, at
15,000 feet, with IFF detected. Stow Maries does not have height finding equipment but has
reported IFF detected.
The first thing to do is establish a position. We know that RDF stations often get the bearing wrong
but are usually very accurate when measuring range. The blue contact is on a range ring;
everywhere on that ring is at the same range from Stow Maries, so the true position is probably
somewhere on that ring. The red contact is not on a range ring, but we can imagine a red ring
passing through its position; the true position is probably also on that imaginary ring. Look for the
point where those two rings intersect, and that is probably the actual position of the raid. Given that
you don’t know which direction the raid is moving, you mark its first position with a little wooden
board game piece called a halma. (Once you have more than one location, you know which
direction the raid is moving, and you’ll use arrows to mark positions.)

The second thing to do, since this is a new track, is to prepare a Raid Tray. This is a marker which
summarises key information about the raid. If you have a second shift on duty, you should have a
spare plotter who can handle this for you. There will be a stack of blank Raid Trays at the table.
They are rectangular panels with a yellow section, red section and blue section. You can write on
the panels using a wax pencil.
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The yellow panel is for identification. You will assign a unique ID number to this raid. Start with 01
for the first raid detected in the morning and use the next unused number for each new raid. Write
this number on the yellow section, and in the Raid Logbook. Let’s assume the next unused number
is 14.
The red panel is for raid strength - red for danger! If you have any information about the strength
of the raid you put a number in this panel. We have an estimate of 20+ from Dover, so we’ll write
20+ on the red panel. If you have conflicting reports of strength from different stations, err on the
side of caution and take the bigger number.
The blue panel is for altitude - blue for the sky! Again, if you know - and we do, because Dover
has reported an altitude of 15 (thousand feet) - you write that in here. If you have two conflicting
reports of height, the station closer to the raid is more likely to be accurate, so use their estimate.

The third thing is to see if you can assess whether this raid is friendly or hostile. It is *possible* for
two formations flying close together to look like an IFF return, but if two RDF stations looking from
different directions report IFF, then it’s almost certainly friendly. The other thing to check is the
Movements Log - a document provided to you at the start of every day with all planned friendly
aircraft movements in your area. If the raid appears in the movement Log, it’s probably friendly. If
you don’t have any reason to assume it’s friendly, and it’s behaving like an enemy, you should
declare the raid Hostile and write an H before its raid ID number. So Raid 14 would become Raid
H14 - although of course, with two reports of IFF Raid 14 is probably not hostile.
Finally, you need to report this raid to the Ops Section. If you’re operating with a single shift, you’ll
have to do that as well - if you’ve got the standby shift in then you should have a spare Plotter to
handle this job. For example, you would report this raid as:
Filterer: Standby - new raid, ONE FOUR, WILLIAM MONKEY, NINE ZERO, ZERO FIVE.
WILLIAM MONKEY, NINE ZERO, ZERO FIVE. TWO ZERO PLUS AT ONE FIVE. IFF.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Standby - a warning to expect information. Can be omitted if you know they’re
concentrating.
Raid - reporting a raid location. (Note that you are reporting a raid, not a contact. You’ve
assigned it a Raid ID number and made it official.)
New raid - reporting a raid for the first time, you’ve just made up a Raid Tray for it.
Give the raid number. (HARRY ONE FOUR if you had declared this one hostile.)
You give the location twice.
Then give the strength and altitude if you have them on the Raid Tray.
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●

Then give any additional information: for example, that you have IFF contact.

Once a raid has been on the table for a few minutes and you have multiple contacts, you know
which direction it is moving in, and you mark its positions with arrow counters rather than halma
pieces - put the arrow’s point at the raid location. Report the new location to Ops every time you plot
it.
After a few minutes, our plotting table might look like this:

We can see two more contact reports (at time-slots 2 and 3), and the arrows resolving their true
position. The course of the raid is becoming clear. The Raid Tray and information counters have
been moved to keep up with the most recent positions.
When operating with a double shift, you will have two extra plotters (who you will probably want to
assist you with preparing raid trays, logging new raids, consulting the Movements Log and reporting
to the Ops Section. You will also have a second Filter Officer - if the table is busy you can choose to
split it between you, each handling half the raid tracks, or you can have them handle the filtering
while you control the team and maintain awareness of the big picture. Do whichever seems most
sensible at the time.
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Operations Section
The Operations Section receives information about aircraft locations from a variety of sources,
maintains a picture of what is happening in the skies, and controls the six RAF fighter squadrons
protecting C and D Sectors. The Operations Officer is responsible for the Section’s activities,
although the Watch Supervisor will normally take a hands-on role in supervising the Operations
Table directly.
The section has three functions:
1. Plotting - maintaining a picture of what is in the air
2. Decision making - deciding which raids to intercept, with which squadrons
3. Fighter Control - controlling RAF squadrons to make the planned intercepts
The section manages two key pieces of equipment; the Operations Table, and the Squadron Status
Board.
The Operations Table is a large map of the South-East of England and nearby sea. It shows the
boundaries of 11 Group’s sectors, the location of key towns and RAF Stations.
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The Squadron Status Board is a large vertical chart showing the current situation of each of the
RAF Fighter Squadrons under the section’s control.

Each column corresponds to a squadron. The top row lists the squadron’s number, aircraft type and
radio callsign. Below that is a space to chalk in the RAF station the squadron is currently assigned
to.
The central section of the board is a grid - each row corresponding to a possible status for the
squadron. Marker plates are moved between the rows of this grid, allowing the officers to
understand the readiness of their squadrons at a glance. The possible status options are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Released - the squadron is not ready, and the pilots are resting.
Standby - the squadron is ready for action, on a few minutes notice.
Airborne - the squadron is in the air, flying to their assigned location.
In position - the squadron has reached their assigned location and is waiting.
Enemy sighted - the squadron has sighted enemies and is engaging
Returning to base - after combat or with low fuel, the squadron is flying home
Landed and refuelling - the squadron is refuelling before returning to readiness

At the very bottom of the Status Board is a section to record the number of available pilots (P) and
aircraft (A) in each squadron. A full-strength squadron has twelve aircraft available and normally a
few extra pilots.
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PLOTTING
The purpose of plotting is to maintain an accurate picture of what is going on in the sky, staying as
up to date as possible. Plotters mark aircraft positions on the map, having received information
from:
1. The Filter Table, providing filtered RDF data on aircraft over the sea.
2. The Royal Observer Corps, who report on aircraft over land
3. The Pipsqueak system, reporting the position of friendly fighters.
When operating with a single shift the Ops Section has two Ops Plotters, both equipped with
telephone headsets. Normally one will be connected to the Filter Table, and the other will be
connected to both the Royal Observer Corps and the Pipsqueak operator.
Both plotters will receive information in a similar format, using the standard map grid reference
system. For example:
Filter Officer: RAID, ONE FOUR. WILLIAM MONKEY, NINE ZERO, ZERO FIVE. WILLIAM
MONKEY, NINE ZERO, ZERO FIVE. TWO ZERO PLUS AT ONE FIVE. IFF.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Raid - this is a formally identified group of aircraft.
New Raid - this is a raid being reported for the first time.
One Four - this is the Raid ID number. It would be Harry One Four if the Filter Officer had
declared it hostile.
WILLIAM MONKEY, NINE ZERO, ZERO FIVE - the location
TWO ZERO PLUS - at least 20 aircraft
AT ZERO FIVE - altitude of 15 (thousand feet)
IFF - the raid is showing IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) signals, i.e. is friendly.

Alternatively, Pipsqueak might report a friendly squadron:
Pipsqueak: SQUADRON, TWO TWO TWO, WILLIAM MONKEY, FOUR ZERO, ONE
FIVE. WILLIAM MONKEY, FOUR ZERO, ONE FIVE. AT TWO ZERO.
●
●
●
●

Squadron, two two two - this is 222 Squadron, a Spitfire squadron
WILLIAM MONKEY, FOUR ZERO, ONE FIVE - the location
AT TWO ZERO - altitude of 20 (thousand feet)
Pipsqueak does not report squadron strength - this is known to the Ops Room already.

The plotter repeats the information to check they have it correct, before marking it on the map:
Ops Plotter: RAID, ONE FOUR. WILLIAM MONKEY, NINE ZERO, ZERO FIVE. TWO
ZERO PLUS AT ONE FIVE. IFF.
Raids are marked on the map using card arrows and wooden blocks.
The position should first be marked with an arrow. Arrows come in
three colours; red, yellow and blue. To choose which arrow to use,
the plotter checks the Squadron Clock on the wall.
The plotter selects an arrow matching the colour the clock’s minute
hand is pointing to - currently blue - and places it on the map with its
point at the indicated location.
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With the position marked, they prepare a wooden block to mark the raid. The blocks come in two
types - one for friendly fighters, and one for all other raids. Each has coloured panels on the front
that can be written on with wax pencil, and the fighter blocks have holes in the top to allow squadron
“flags” to be inserted.
Given that this raid is not a friendly fighter squadron, the plotter takes one of the right-hand blocks,
and fills it in accordingly. The colour code is the same as on the Filter Table’s Raid Tray:
●
●
●

Yellow for Raid ID
Red for strength (red for danger!)
Blue for altitude (blue for the sky)

The block is then placed on top of the leading arrow.
New position reports will come in every minute or so; each one marked with a new arrow, and the
block moved to the head of the line. After ten minutes, the map might look like the one below. Note
that the arrows changed from blue to red after five minutes.
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At this point, the clock is about to move into a yellow sector, and the plotter will switch to yellow
arrows. It’s good practice to have at most two colours of arrow on the table at once (to avoid clutter
and potential confusion) so once you start putting down yellow arrows, you can clear up the blue
ones.
Friendly squadrons are plotted using flags, so that they look visually distinct from aircraft not under
the section’s control. If two squadrons are formed up together, two flags can be used on a single
block.
DECISION MAKING
Once the plotters have assembled a picture of what is approaching, command decisions must be
made. Which raids are hostile? Which are bombers, and which are fighters? Which are the priorities
to intercept, and which squadrons should be employed to do so? Decisions must be made quickly
because, in the fifteen minutes it will take fighters to climb to combat altitude, bombers will have
crossed seven or eight map squares.
These decisions are normally made by the Watch Supervisor, although she may delegate them to
the Operations Officer.
Which raids are hostile?
● Raids marked with a H- prefix have been assessed as probably hostile by the Filter Officer
● The Royal Observer Corps may report identifying aircraft in a raid as German
● Raids with IFF reported are almost certainly friendly
● Friendly aircraft sometimes turn off IFF, so lacking IFF does not always mean hostile
Which are fighters, and which are bombers?
● Bomber formations usually fly at 15,000 feet
● Fighters usually fly at 20,000 feet to maximise their fuel endurance.
● Bombers fly at around 300km/h, crossing about two and a half map squares in the five
minutes between arrow colours changing.
● Fighters fly at around 600km/h, crossing about five map squares in the five minutes between
arrow colours changing.
● A formation of bombers may be escorted by fighters - the fighters will usually match the
bombers’ speed but fly above them.
What are the priority targets?
● Large formations of bombers will cause massive damage if they are allowed to reach their
targets without interference - they are the top priority.
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●
●
●

Smaller formations of bombers should be intercepted if possible but are a lower priority than
large formations.
Escorted bombers are a lower priority than unescorted, and you must be sure to use enough
fighters to keep the escorts busy AND then attack the bombers.
Formations of fighters alone should be avoided - they can do little damage to ground targets
but pose a risk to your fighters.

Which squadrons to use?
● If possible, avoid using night fighters in daytime. You will kill pilots.
● Spitfires are (slightly) better than Hurricanes against fighters.
● Hurricanes are (slightly) better than Spitfires against bombers.
● You will likely be constrained by having to use whichever squadrons are ready and in a
position that can make the intercept, even if they are not ideal.
As a rough rule of thumb, sending half to two-thirds as many fighters as there are bombers in a raid
will probably completely disrupt the raid - any more fighters than this is wasteful.
If engaging escorted bombers, the best approach is to send a squadron to engage the escorts, and
another squadron (or two) to engage the bombers while the escorts are busy.
Fighter Command’s tactical doctrine has wavered between massing a large force to attack incoming
raids, and constantly harassing them with individual squadrons. Currently the latter tactic is in
favour; it allows quicker intercepts but is risky if it runs into fighter escorts.
Once the Watch Supervisor has decided which squadrons to send against which raids, she instructs
the Operations Officer. For example:
Watch Supervisor: Ops, scramble three oh three to intercept Harry One Six. I think they’re
going for Folkestone, so try and catch them over the sea.
Ops Officer: Yes ma’am. Scramble three oh three to intercept Harry One Six over the sea.
●
●
●
●
●

Ops - the quick way to refer to the Operations Officer
Scramble - the instruction to order a squadron to take off as quickly as possible
Three oh three - 303 Squadron, the squadron of Hurricanes based at RAF Manston;
presumably ready for take-off, and near Raid H16’s path.
Harry One Six - the hostile raid H16
Additional information; assessing their target likely to be a coastal town, the WS has
requested the intercept happen over the sea to ensure it prevents the bombers reaching
their targets.
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FIGHTER CONTROL
Fighter control is the act of passing orders to fighter squadrons to put them in the right place at the
right time to intercept enemy raids. It is normally the province of the Operations Officer and the
Squadron Liaison.
The first step is to pass orders to the relevant squadrons to scramble. This is done by telephone.
Little information is needed - simply which squadrons should scramble. The squadron may have
pilots based at Stow Maries - they can be alerted by a runner and/or the scramble bell.
Squadron Liaison: “Hello Manston? Ops Room. Scramble three oh three.”
RAF Manston: “Very good, Ops. Scrambling three oh three.”
After a few minutes, 303 Squadron will radio in to report they are airborne and formed up.
303 Squadron: Ops, APANY reporting in, airborne.
●

APANY - the radio callsign for 303 Squadron

The squadron liaison then moves their placard on the Squadron Status Board from READY to
AIRBORNE.
During this time, the Ops Officer will have chosen their intercept point, and will pass this to the
squadron along with information about their expected target. They use slightly different language
than the Ops Plotters have previously used, since the RAF operate with slightly different vocabulary
than the WAAF.

Ops Officer: APANY, move to WILLIAM SUGAR, ZERO ZERO, SIX FIVE. WILLIAM
SUGAR, ZERO ZERO, SIX FIVE. ANGELS ONE EIGHT. Look for TWO ZERO PLUS
HOSTILE BOMBERS FROM THE EAST, ANGELS ONE FIVE
303 Squadron: Ops, roger. APANY moving to WILLIAM SUGAR, ZERO ZERO, SIX FIVE,
ANGELS ONE EIGHT
●
●

APANY - the radio callsign for 303 Squadron
ANGELS - altitude in thousands of feet (Note the potential for confusion with ANGEL, the
callsign for 46 Squadron. Sorry; it’s historical.)

The Ops Officer has ordered 303 Squadron to a particular position at 18,000 feet, and to look for
20+ bombers coming from the east at 15,000 feet. Generally, fighters need to be within 5,000 feet of
an enemy formation to intercept it, and they gain an advantage if they attack from above.
The squadron will fly to the ordered position and wait there, circling and looking for enemy
formations. When they reach that position, they will radio in:
303 Squadron: Ops, APANY in position. WILLIAM SUGAR, ZERO ZERO, SIX FIVE,
ANGELS ONE EIGHT.
On receipt of this, the Squadron Liaison will move 303 Squadron’s placard to the IN POSITION box.
The Ops Officer can re-task them at any time, but the general tactic is to put them in the path of the
enemy raid and let it run into them - more reliable than trying to get two paths to cross at the exact
same time.
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Aircraft can spot enemies at roughly 10km in daytime - one small map square. (This may be
reduced if there is heavy cloud - about which your meteorological officer will brief you at the start of
each shift - so heavy clouds should be avoided for intercepts where possible.)
Aircraft can spot enemies at much shorter distances at night - only 1-2km. Night fighters equipped
with Airborne Intercept Radar have a huge advantage here and can spot enemies at nearly 10km
even at night.
When the squadron spot an enemy formation, they will call TALLY HO and engage, requiring no
further input from the ground. The Squadron Liaison will move their placard to ENEMY SIGHTED.
303 Squadron: Ops, APANY, TALLY HO, twenty plus bombers. Engaging. Alright, chaps,
gun switches to ARM, etc etc….
After the engagement, the squadron will report in. After all but the very smallest skirmish they will
need to return to base for fuel and ammunition.
303 Squadron: Ops, APANY, returning to base. Four kills, six probables. Lost two
Hurricanes.
Again, the Squadron Liaison moves 303’s placard to RETURNING TO BASE. Once they have
landed, RAF Manston will telephone the Ops Room to confirm:
RAF Manston: “Hello, Ops Room, RAF Manston. Three oh three squadron recovered. Two
Hurricanes lost; strength now one zero aircraft, one four pilots. They’ll be ready in about
thirty minutes.”
Again, the Squadron Liaison moves their placard on the board to LANDED & REFUELLING and
adjusts the chalk numbers at the bottom of the board to reflect the squadron’s new strength.
Finally, about half an hour later, Manston will telephone again to report 303 ready.
RAF Manston: “Hello, Ops Room, RAF Manston. Reporting three oh three squadron ready
for operations.”
The Squadron Liaison moves the squadron’s placard to the READY box, and the cycle can begin
again.
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8.ii The RAF In Game - Flying in Combat
Note to WAAF Players: Do consider not reading this section. It covers the off-game
mechanics the RAF players will employ when flying. You don’t need to know
anything in this section, and you may well find the game more enjoyable and
immersive if you resist the temptation to read it until afterwards.

Introduction
Much of the drama of Wing And A Prayer is driven by events in the air. These events are shaped by
the actions of the WAAF at the plotting table. Our software knows the Luftwaffe’s plans, the orders
the WAAF have given RAF formations in response, and the speed, heading and location of all of
those squadrons. A crew room we’re calling “The Sky” is where the RAF go to roleplay what
happens while they are airborne. That roleplay is prompted by cards drawn from three decks, and
their experiences are transmitted to other players from there using our comms gear. RAF players’
first encounter with The Sky will be an OOC run-through on the Friday afternoon, then an IC training
sortie on the Friday evening, then a number of sorties on the Saturday. On Sunday, WAAF players
will get a turn at the experience.
SCRAMBLE!
“Scramble” is the RAF term for getting airborne. When an order comes in to scramble, pilots in the
named squadrons will make their way to The Sky via the gap between two hangers. This serves to
give that moment of dramatic response to the order without requiring entrance to the actual hangers
full of precious WW1 planes, and also serves to camouflage much of the players’ run to The Sky. It
covers the fact we’ve not actually got Blenheims, Defiants, Hurricanes and Spitfires on site.
THE SKY
Once they reach The Sky, the RAF players should expect to find tables and comms gear laid out for
each of their squadrons. They’ll have a few minutes to get comfortable for each sortie. This loosely
represents the time they’d take to take off, gain altitude and listen out for their orders from the
WAAFs on the ground.

The Sortie
Every time the RAF are ordered up, they roleplay what happens to them, and their roleplay is
communicated to IC areas through headset comms. This roleplay is aided by decks of cards.
There’s a deck of cards for every outward journey, then two decks for an actual combat interception
if one should happen, then a deck for the return to Stow Maries. Communications will be live for the
majority of the sortie, and it will be clear when they are not. Please bear this in mind: what you say
is what the WAAFs hear.
JOURNEY OUT
First up, each squadron will be handed a Journey Deck. This contains prompts for the kind of
roleplay you may wish to engage in as you fly out - maybe there’s cloud cover, or minor mechanical
issues on a plane. Mostly, however, the cards are blank and this time is your character’s own for
giving orders, for banter, or for silence as your character prepares for combat.
Players will distribute the cards between them, face down. Cards do not have to be distributed
equally, nor do they have to be dealt out, simply distributed. You’ll then look at your hand of cards,
consider how to play them, and then play them in any order you see fit. To play a card, you simply
say what the pilot would say in response to the prompt. You’re roleplaying your pilot’s experience to
those on the comms. channel; you have your voice to represent that experience.
As well as prompts, there’ll be actual suggestions of things you might say. These are entirely
optional and simply there to give you *something* to say if you can’t think of anything else. We
found during testing that this was very handy.
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INTERCEPTION
Many sorties will end in combat. This involves playing cards from two decks. The Blue deck
contains neutral and good cards, the Red deck contains neutral and bad cards.
Each card will have a suggestion of something you might say on it. These quotes are simply for
inspiration and for if you get stuck. This is a roleplay, not a script.
Just as for the Journey Deck, RAF players distribute the cards between themselves face down as
they see fit, and then look at the cards they’ve picked up. When ready, the squadron roleplays
through the combat together.
As you roleplay through the cards, you should discard them to a central pile. We found during
testing that it was useful to make your intent to play a card to this central pile very clear, and to play
quite slowly. It should be dramatic. We intend to aid this with sound effects, and to make your
experience in combat as immersive as possible.
The numbers of cards in each deck at this point is given by the system. The RAF Squadron Leaders
can, however, choose to “press the attack” and double each deck. This will mean more positive
consequences, and more negative consequences, of the sortie.

JOURNEY BACK
You’ll need to return from a sortie. This might be the time for your characters to re-tell your glorious
actions, or to reflect on those who won’t be coming back.
Some sorties will not end in combat. It’s entirely likely that a squadron will fail to intercept an enemy
formation.
Whichever is the case, you’ll be handed another Journey Deck for the return journey. You’ll roleplay
through that deck the same as the journey out until the Sky Room crew turn the comms off, and you
return to the field of play by the same route you left.

Combat and Consequences
Blue and red cards played in combat can lead to damage to aircraft, as as injuries or death to pilots.
Positive consequences include damage or disruption to enemy aircraft.
● Damage forces a plane down, no matter if it is a fighter or bomber.
● Disruption causes a plane to break formation; fighters will quickly rejoin the fight, but lone
bombers will usually turn for home since pressing on alone is extremely dangerous. If a
formation of bombers is reduced to 50% strength then it will usually turn back.
Negative consequences include aircraft being hit. If an aircraft is hit, then either the pilot will be
injured, or the aircraft will not make it back to base.
● If the aircraft is shot down, the pilot may parachute to earth, hopefully landing safely on land.
Landing in the sea is more dangerous, but with luck (and WAAF assistance!) a fast rescue
launch will find you. If you land safely, you may return to duty after a short delay (with
injuries if you choose.)
● If the pilot is hit then the aircraft may land safely back at base but the pilot should report in to
the off-game room to have injury makeup applied before re-joining the game. You can
decide the severity of your injury with the makeup crew.
Some cards indicate that the player of the card has been hit, while others indicate that a friendly
aircraft has been hit. These may be taken by the player, or assigned to a friendly NPC aircraft in the
same fight.
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There are a small number of cards that indicate a character has been killed (possibly via a mortal
wound which will kill them after landing.) While it is entirely up to you how you report this, it’s the
end of that character’s journey. This is a great opportunity for a dramatic death scene - pilot deaths
resulted in some of the most emotionally powerful scenes in Run 1.
You may always escalate, taking injuries if you feel you want to, or having your character die if you
think it dramatically appropriate.
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9. Quick References
Summary Timetable
FRIDAY
●

1pm - Players welcome on site

●

3pm - Pre-game workshops

●

5pm - Game starts

●

12pm - Game team events conclude

SATURDAY
●

8am - Breakfast

●

1pm - Lunch

●

4pm - Tea

●

8pm - Dinner

●

Later - Time Out

●

Later + 10 minutes - De-brief in the mess

SUNDAY
●

9am - Breakfast

●

10am - Post-game workshops

●

1pm - Players off-site
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Stow Maries Base Map
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Rank Structure
WAAF / RAF

BADGE

WAAF - Wing Officer (Wg Off)
RAF - Wing Commander (Wg Cdr)

WAAF - Squadron Officer (Sqn Off)
RAF - Squadron Leader (Sqn Ldr)

WAAF - Flight Officer (Flt Off)
RAF - Flight Lieutenant (Flt Lt)
WAAF - Section Officer (Sec Off)
RAF - Flying Officer (Flg Off)
WAAF - Ass’t Section Officer (ASec Off)
RAF - Pilot Officer (Plt Off)

WAAF/RAF - Sergeant (Sgt)

WAAF/RAF - Corporal (Cpl)

WAAF - Aircraftswoman (ACW)
RAF - Aircraftsman (ACM)
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Phonetic Alphabet in 1940

A - Apple
B - Beer
C - Charlie
D - Don
E - Edward
F - Freddie
G - George
H - Harry
I - Ink
J - Johnny
K - King
L - London
M - Monkey

N - Nuts
O - Orange
P - Pip
Q - Queen
R - Robert
S - Sugar
T - Toc
U - Uncle
V - Victor
W - William
X - X-Ray
Y - Yorker
Z - Zebra

0 - Zero
1 - Wun
2 - Too
3 - Three
4 - Fower
5 - Fife
6 - Six
7 - Sev-en
8 - Ate
9 - Niner
10 - Wun Zero

Need Help?
If you have a request, urgent enquiry or complaint, please approach any
member of the event crew and ask for either Liss Macklin or Nick Bradbeer.
They will speak with you somewhere private and do their best to help you.
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